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ABSTRACT

This technical memorandum discu sses the display
requir ements for the passiv e search /detect mode in the Experimental
Ship System of the C/P Array Sonar Project. Current work on the
passive subsystem is reviewed and a candidate 8Ubaystem configu-
ration for the ESS is described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Task ass ignment 12 of the C/PAS Contract N123(953)54996A
includes a study of the display requirements for the Experimental
Ship System. One of these requirements is display of data from
the passive subsystem . As part of the study , current work on the
passive subsystem was reviewed for those functions likely to be
implemented in the Experimental Ship System. A “most likely”
subsystem was selected as the basia for deri rit~g the functional
requirements of the passive display segment. These requirements -

are discussed in this report in as much detail as is presently
available. The implications of various changes in the subsystem
are examined and simulations of several of the display functions
are suggested.
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2. SUMMARY OF CURRENT SUBSYSTEM WORK

General Electric has discussed the passive subsystem
in several project reports . (Refs . 1, 2, 3, and 6). Of these,
Ref. 6 is the most recent . It lists the subsystem goals and
constraints, summarizes previous work and describes in detail
the current work in passive data processing being done at G. E.
Most of the work done to date by G. E. has involved the sub-
system planned for the prototype system. The subsystem descrip-
tion which follows was summarized from the G. E. reports and
is based on the number of beams, data rates , etc., planned for
the prototype.

The frequency band selected for passive detection is
a 1 Khz band extending from 800 to 1800 Hz. Because the active
beamformer will also be used for passive beamforming , the lower
frequencies in the passive band result in overlapping beams.
In gener al, the passive beams will be about twice as wide as
the corresponding active beams. G. E. proposes about 144
passive beams for 3600 coverage in the prototype system with
300 active surface duct beanis. Division of the 300 beamformer
outputs is done by selecting approximately every other output
for inputs to the 144 passive signal processing channels.

2.1 PASSIVE SIGNAL PROCESSING

• Figure 1 illustrates the passive signal flow from
the array elements through the signal processor. After
separation from the active signals by bandpass filtering, the
passive signals from each array element are quantized to levels
of -l or +1 by hard limiting. They are then summed with the
quantized active signals in the surface duct beamforiner. The
beamformer outputs will be digital words containing both active
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and passive data. Eight bits comprise a word and the sample

rate for each beam will be about 10 Khz. The output on each

beam will be a string of eight-bit words at a rate of 10,000

words/sec . Studies are currently being conducted to determine
the adequacy of the proposed eight-bit quantization. This may
be increased to ten bits to adequately cover the dynamic range

of signals expected with the required sensitivity to small

changes in signal level.

If the frequency selected for surface duct trans-
missions is at the lower end of the active band , there may be
considerable spillover of reverberation energy into the passive
band. It may be necessary to include range gating in the

passive subsystem to gate out the spillover until the rever-
beration from active transmissions has diminished to acceptable

levels. The range gates are shown in Fig. 1 between the out-
puts from the beamformer and the inputs to the passive processor
channels. However, they could conceivably be located elsewhere
in the subsystem.

After range gating (if required), the beamformer out-
puts are multiplexed into digital bandpass filters to separate
the passive data from the active data. It is not known at this
time how many channels may be multiplexed through each filter.
The outputs from the filters are then multiplexed into a single
channel for further processing. The sample rate proposed for
this multiplexing is 5 Khz per beam. The outputs from the
filters are scanned in such a way that a sample from one beam
is followed by a sample from the next and so on. A complete
scan of the beams consists of a group of 144 samples in a
period of 200 ~sec. Each sample in the group is separated •

from the next by 1.39 ~eec. The output from the multiplexer

is a train of sample words at a rate of 720 Khz. The original

beamforiner quantization will probably be carried through the
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filtering and multiplexing. Thus, a sample word of the output
of the multiplexer contains eight (or ten) bits.

Following the multiplexing , a linear full-wave detec-
tor is used as an energy measuring device. The proposed detec-
tor complements the negative sample words and passes the positive
words unchanged. The input to the device is assumed to be
Gaussian with zero mean distributions for both noise and signal
plus noise samples. Due to the rectification, the outputs will
have positive means with the signal plus noise mean being greater
than the noise mean, providing a basis for detection.

The next signal processing function is called spatial
averaging. This subtracts the positive mean of the noise
distribution from the samples on the multiplexed beams. Doing
so tends to produce a zero mean for noise alone and a non-zero
mean for signal plus noise at the input to the time averager.
The noise mean to be subtracted is obtained by averaging the
values of the samples from the beams adjacent to the beam (Bk)
of current interest. The assumption is that signals will
appear on only one (or a very limited number) of beams, while
noise will be relatively constant across several beams.

General Electric has tentatively proposed a spatial •

averager scheme which subtracts the sum of the samples on
beams B~_4, B~_3, Bi+3, and Bj÷4 from four times the value of
the sample on B~. This is done in serial as the samples from
the multiplexer pass through the rectifier and the spatial
averager at a 720 Khz rate. (See Ref. 2 for a more detailed
description of this process).

Short-term integration is the next passive signal

• processing function. This process adds samples from each beam
for a predetermined period of time as a means for increasing the

-5-
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S/N ratio. Assuming zero noise mean and non-zero noise plus
• signal mean, integration over a period of time will produce

greater sample values for beams with signals present than for
those without.

The integration period selected for the short-term
integrator is designed for the detection of acoustic transients.
The transients of interest last from 200 msec to 800 msec ;
(operation of bow and stern planes and the rudder of a sub-
marine--see Ref. 4). Based on the minimum transient length
and display marking considerations, C. E. has selected an
integration period of 20 msec . Since the sample rate per beam
is 5 Khz, 100 samples are added and accumulated for each beam.
-After sample 100 is added, the accumulated samples for all 144
beams are output and the process started over on the next group
of samples from the spatial averager. The output from the
short-term integrator is a burst of 144 words lasting 200 ~sec
and occurring every 20 msec . The interval between words in the
burst is 1.39 I.&sec. This output is passed on to the data pro-
cessing segment which is a G. P. digital computer. Some form

• of data rate smoothing or buffering will probably be required
between the signal processor and the data processor. This
buffering may be combined with thresholding.

In Ref. 2, General Electric has analyzed the dynamic
range and resolution requirements of the passive subsystem.
Assuming hard limited outputs from the transducers and a dynamic
range sufficient to handle variances in signal amplitudes up to
three times the standard deviation without register overflow,
they have derived the quantization required at the various stages
of the passive signal processor. They reconinend a quantization
of ten bits per sample in the beamformer. After detection, the
sign bit on each sample can be dropped resulting in nine bits
per sample into the spatial averager. The multiplication,
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weighting and adding in the spatial averager result in an
eleven-bit word into the short-term integrator. Adding together

100 samples in the short-term integrator produces a sum with a
maximum of 18 bits. However, 16 bits per sample out-of the
short-term integrator are felt to be adequate if provision is
made for rare cases of register overflow.

If the beamformer quantization is maintained at the
presently planned eight bits per sample, the number of bits
carried through each stage of the signal processor would be
reduced by two. The resulting quantizations are shown in
parenthesis on Fig. 1.

There is some indication that requantization can be
done at several points in the signal processor without severe
degradation in overall performance. Future studies may result
in recommendations for a lower number of bits per sample to be
carried through the spatial averager and short-term integrator.

2.2 PASSIVE DATA PROCESSING

In Ref. 3, General Electric has listed the functions
to be performed in the passive data processor segment. The
approaches being followed to develop these functions are
described and progress to date is summarized. This work has
been directed toward detection of submarines and torpedoes.
Very little consideration has been given to classif ication or
tracking pending further clarification of the techniques to be
used (LOFAR, DEMON- LOFAR or others).

During active operation, it is intended that the
passive subsystem will be unmanned. The data processor will
automatically detect passive signals of interest and alert
one or mote of the operators who would normally be viewing
active data. If feasible at that time, the operator will

- UNCLASSIFIED
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switch his display to the passive mode for further action on the
passive data. In the case of torpedo detection, appropriate

alarms will also be activated automatically. This implies that
completely automatic passive detection of submarines and torpedoes
must be accomplished in the data processor. General Electric
has based their work in passive data processing on this require-
ment.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the passive data pro-
cessing tentatively proposed by General Electric . Three data
paths are shown; one for automatic detection of submarines, one
for detection of torpedoes, and one for detection of transients.
All three are provided with manual backup capability.

The first function shown, spoke suppression is designed
to suppress constant directional interference from such sources
as the ship ’s screws. Initially, it was thought that this sup-
pression could be provided by subtracting a long-term average
of the level on each beam from the value of the current sample
on each beam. The average could be derived by integrating the
samples over a long period of time--perhaps as long as 15 minutes.
This integration period must be considerably longer than the ‘

length of time a target could be expected to remain in one beam .
Otherwise, of course, target noise would be suppressed along
with interference. The effectiveness of such suppression in a
system with highly stabilized receive beams such as are intended
for the C/P Array System has not been completely evaluated.
Studies presently being conducted may result in the choice of
some other suppression technique. (See also Ref. 6, Section 3.2).

After interference suppression, the passive bearing
data are converted to true bearing coordinates. This function
will probably be accomplished by a simple table lookup scheme
relating beam numbers and the current ship’s heading relative

-8-
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to true North . This coordinate conversion is necessary to pro-
vide stabilized data to the long-term integrators and true
bearing data for the displays.

After coordinate conversion , the data are passed on to
one or more time integrators. Use of multiple integrators allows
detection of a wide range of target types. Short-term integra-

tion provides fast detection of high S/N, high bearing rate
sources such as torpedoes. Conversely, low S/N sources can only
be detected by long-term integrators . Although the exact number
of integrators required is not yet defined, it is likely that
at least two will be included in the data processor. Represen-
tative integration times might be T2 ~~~ 100 - 200 msec , and
T4 1 sec . Counting T1 (about 20 ms), these three integrators
would provide the time constants needed for detection of tran-

sients, torpedoes and submarines. Presumably, the automatic
detection processes ~i11 be able to detect target signals in
all three of the integrator outputs .

Conformalization refers to the manner in which the
beamwidths are represented on the display. A time-bearing format
is proposed for the detection display. The abcissa of the format
is divided into increments, each of which represents the bearing
of a particular beam. In a “conformal” format, the width of
each increment will be proportional to the azimuthal coverage of
the corresponding beam. These widths are unequal for the C/P
Array format because the beams have unequal coverage. An alter-
native method is to assign some average coverage to all beams
and make all abcissa increments equal in width. This is called
linear bearing representation. 

-

I
- -

The conformal format gives the operator an indication - -

of the azimuthal resolution of• the system and allows him to
determine the accuracy of a bearing reading. However, it is
more difficult to generate. The bearing and width of each beam
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must be represented whereas bearing only is needed for a linear
format.  Also , in a true bearing conformal format , rotation of
the ship will cause a change in the relative positions of the
wide and narrow increments. (The beams rotate to new bearings).
This may be confusing to the operator because the older data on

the display will maintain the original spacing while new data
will be marked according to the new ship ’s heading. A linear

display is probably less confusing, but gives less accurate

bearing information. General Electric has suggested that both

formats might be used. A linear format would be used for detec-

tion. Once detection has been made , the display would be

switched to a conformal format to obtain accurate bearing data
on the target. The automatic detection process will use confor-

mal bearing data only.

The process called diagonal integration is the basis
of the automatic detection scheme proposed by General Electric.
This function will attempt to recognize target-like patterns
in the outputs from the time averagers. One such pattern might
be created by a target which maintains a constant true bearing
from own-ship. The outputs from a corresponding bearing bin
in a time integrator will have greater than normal amplitudes
for as long as the target remains on the same bearing. This
pattern would be relatively easy to recognize automatically.
(In fact, the time integrators are designed to make tentative
detection of just such patterns). The problem is complicated ,
however, by targets which possess bearing rates. In this case,
the pattern of high amplitude samples progresses across
adjacent bearing bins over a period of time. (This pattern
appears as a diagonal line on a time-bearing display).
Conceivably, a signal source can be detected by integrating
the samples taken along one of these diagonal paths over a
period of time. If the result exceeds a threshold, tentative
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detection would be declared . Further sequen tial tests might
then be app lied to attempt classification of the source. When
the number of beams and the possible target bearing rates are
considered , it is apparent that a large number of diagonal
patterns are possible . Examination of the patterns is expected
to require a significan t portion of the passive data processing
segment. Reference 6 discusses the diagonal integration
techn ique in detai l .

As pointed out in Ref .  3, rough classification of the
signal source is provided by using more than one time integrator ,
diagonal integrator combination . It is expected that torpedo
sounds in the passive band will  differ  from submarine sounds in
that they may have higher S/N , higher bearing rates or possibly,
rapidly increasing S/N . Signals of this nature may appear as
high amp litude outputs from the short or medium—term integrators .
Such outputs may be tentatively classified as torpedoes , whereas
those from the long—term integrators may be considered submarines.
Other clues , such as non—linear diagonal paths might provide
additional classification information .

As shown in Fig . 2, the outputs from the diagonal in te—
grators are thresholded , stored as potential targets , and dis-
p layed . The manner in which the final thresholding will be done
has not been described .

General Electric has examined classification by LOFAR
and DEMON LOFAR to a limited extent. Figure 2 shows the general
processing required for DEMON—LOFAR . It includes manua l or
automatic selection of beams for input to the processor , auto-
matic detection of spectral lines, classification analysis, and
declared target storage and display.
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Genera l Electric has not described automatic or
computer—aided manua l tracking of passive sources in any of
their reports . However , considerable work in this area is
being done as part of the New Sub Sonar Project at NEL . This
work is being followed closely by the C/P Array Project Office
for possible application to the C/P Array Sonar System. No
details on implementation of the tracking process are available
yet.
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3. PASSIVE SUBSYSTEM FOR EXPERIMENTAL SHIP S fSTEM

In order to make a realistic estimate of the disp lay
requirements, it is necessary to assume a sys tem configuration .
This has been don e for the passive subsys tem of the Experimental
Ship Sys tem . The description which follows is not , of course ,
a firm design . Rather , it  represen ts the most likely configu—
ration of the subsystem based on currently available data . This
configuration will  probably change as a result of studies
presently being conducted . The changes , however , may not affect
the display requirements significantly. It is thought that the
display requirements derived from the subsystem described are
reasonably close to the final requirements.

3.1 - BEAMFOI~N1NG AND SIGNAL PROCESSINQ~
As currently planned , the ESS will have one array of

2688 hydrophones on one side of the ship. Prior to beamforming,
the output from each hydrophone will probably be treated as
shown in Fig. 1. The passive signals will be bandpass filtered ,
amplified and quantized by hard limiting.

The ESS will have a single beamformer which is capable
of simultaneous operation in surface duct and bottom bounce modes.
Cost—effectiveness studies are currently in progress to determine
the number of beams to be implemented for the ESS. There are -

two candidate configurations. The first is a partial sector,
steerable to any azimuth angle. For this configuration , in
either mode, about 75 active beams will be formed to give a
sector coverage tha t varies from 900 (00 to 900 or 900 to 1800),
to about 600 (60° to 1200), depending upon the azimuthal steering
angles used. The difference results from the beams near endfire
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- being considerably wider than those formed near broadside to the
array. The second candidate configuration is a full 1800 cover—
age sys tem wi th 150 beams . As wi th the prototype sys tem , the
beams will overlap in the passive band , (800 to 1800 cps). Full
coverage within the sector can be achieved by processing signals
from about half (every other one) of the beamformer outputs.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the passive signal
processing segment. Except for the smaller number of processing
channels, it is similar to that planned for the prototype system
(Fig. 1). Depending on the number of beams formed , either 36
or 72 passive channels will be required. Alternate outputs from
the beamformer will be selected for inputs to the processing
channels.

Range gating may be required to eliminate reverberation
spillover into the passive band during simultaneous active and
passive operation . These gates will normally be controlled from
a central system control unit .  The length of “on time” depends
on the surface duct transmission frequency. If the transmission
is placed at the low end of the active band (2—3 Khz), rever—
beration will dominate the passive band for about 40% of the
receive time between pings, (See Ref. 3). The gates will not
be required, of course, if the passive subsystem is not operated
simultaneously with active surface duct operation. However,
since simultaneous active and passive opera tion is required by
the TDP, the capabi lity to do so should be included in the
Experimental Ship System .

After range gating, the samples from each beam are
multip lexed through digi tal bandpass filters. The number of
filters required is not currently known. Breadboard develop-
ment and testing of the filters are being conducted at General
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Electric. Addi tional in forma tion on them is expected in late
June . This ef for t  is considered to be relatively high risk.

S If the cost , complexi ty, or performanct~ of the digital filters
prohibi t their use in the ESS , analog filters will be used
along with D to A and A to D converters at the inputs and out-
puts of the filters.

After filtering, additional multiplexing reduces the
data flow into a single channel. The sampling rate proposed
for this multiplexing process is 5 Khz per beam. The outputs
of the filters will be scanned in such a way tha t a sample
from beam #1 is followed by a sample from beam #2 and so on.
If 72 passive beams are formed , the output from the multiplexer
will consist of a string of eight—bit samples at a rate of
375,000 samples per second . A group of 72 samples in the string
represents one complete scan of the beam outputs. This scan
repeats every 200 ~sec.

The linear full—wave detection, spatial averaging and
short—term integration processes are identical to those pre-
viously described for the prototype system. As is obvious,
both should be provided with a wider range of adjustment for
the ESS than will probably be necessary for the prototype.
For instance, the spatial averager should be designed such that
different combinations of adjacent beams could be used to derive
the average that is subtracted from the beam of interest. The
proposed scheme, 4Bi - (Bi_4 + Bi,3 + Bj+3 + Bj+4), may not be
optimum and , if the averager is implemented as described in
Ref. 2, it may be difficult to try other schemes .

The same consideration s apply to the short—term inte—
grator. The integration time used should be adjustable over a
fairly wide range (e.g., 20 msec. to 100 msec.). It seems
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desirable to use as long an integration time as possible because
of two effects . Higher effective signal—to—noise ratios are
achieved unless the integration time selected is longer than
the length of the transient signal being detected (200 ms to
800 ms). Also, a considerable reduction of the data rate occurs
in the short—term integrator. The shortest integration time
proposed , 20 msec, reduces the amoun t of data in to the data pro-
cessor by a factor of 100. Longer integration times would
reduce the data by correspondingly greater factors. There is,
of course, the problem that longer integration times result in
fewer scan lines on the display being marked by a given transient.
The resulting vertical line of marks will be smaller and less
likely to be noticed by the operator . This problem will  be
discussed in later sections .

The number of bits per sample resulting from the various
stages of processing is as follows, (assuming eight—bits per
sample quantization in the beamformer). Eight bits per samp le
will be carried through the fi ltering and multip lexing . Full—
wave recti fication results in seven—bits per sample. The spatial
averager outputs nine-bits per sample and the short—term in tegrator
outputs 14 or 15 depending upon the integra tion time used .

It appears tha t the samples from the short—term in te—
grator could be requan ti zed to a lower number of bi ts before
being transferred to the data processor . This requanti zation
could take the form of a thresholding operation in which the
lower order bi ts are trunca ted . Alternatively, a digita l com-
pression scheme might be used . It seems reasonable to expect
that no more than ten bits per sample would be transferred into
the computer . The requantization should probably be con trolled
from the computer as shown in Fig . 3.
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Data from the short-term integrator occur in bursts
of 72 (or 1 per beam) integrated samples at the end of each
integration period . As shown in Fig . 3 , a buffer will probably
be required to hold at least one burst of samples until the
computer is ready to accept new data. A limited amount of logic
circuitry will also be required to control the interface opera-
tions with the computer .

3.2 PASSIVE DATA PROCESSING FOR THE ESS

Figure 4 shows the passive data processing segment for
the Experimental Ship System. The discussion which follows
relates to detection only. At present, there is not sufficient
information on classification or tracking to allow more than a
tentative guess on the data processing required for these
functions. The detection processing shown is based on General
Electric ’s work on the prototype subsystem and the requirements
of the display segment planned for the Experimental Ship System.
In most respects, it is similar to the passive data processing
proposed for the Prototype System .

The first  operation performed on the data from the
signal processor is termed interference suppression. As pre-
viously described , (Section 2.2), this function suppresses
interference from own-ship ’s screws and other sources aboard
or adjacent to the ship. The manner in which this will be done
is undetermined at present . If the previously described scheme
(subtracting a long-term mean from the current sample on each
beam) , proves inadequate , it may be necessary to use a technique
which incorporates a measure of the variances as well as the
mean into the normalization procedure . 

-

After interference suppression , the bearing data will
be converted from relative to true bearing by a process which
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relates curren t ship ’ s heading and beam n umbers .

After coordinate conversion , the data paths are
divided to provide parallel automatic and manual detection .
The latter is pr ovided by the basic detection di sp lay format
in which data are presented in time and bearing coordinates.
The format is built up from scan lines; each line represents
a scan of the outputs from the bearing bins in a time in tegrator .
High amplitude samples show up as bright dots in the line.
Typically, the bottom scan line in the format is the most recent.
Previous scans are shifted upward to form the time history of
the display. Thus, a series of high amplitude samples on a

given bearing will form a vertical line of bright dots. If the
noise source has a bearing rate, a diagonal line will be formed.
The display format intended for the ESS has four bands, each of
which is a separate history with different integration times
for the data, (See Fig. 7). The lower band presents transient
data from the output of the shortest term in tegrator . The
other three bands present data integrated over progressively
longer periods. The length of time represented by each band
is, of course, dependent on the integration period between
scans and on the number of scan lines in the band . The number
of lines per band, integration time per line, and history per
band for the proposed display are shown in Fig. 7.

The data processing required for manual detection
includes integrations for the various bands, thresholding,
formatting data for the display and processing of operator
entries or requests. The data paths through these functions
are shown in Fig. 4. The short—term (20—40 ins) integrator in
the signal processor provides data for the transient band.
After coordinate conversion, these data are passed directly to 

4

thresholding and formatting for display. Three additional
integrators are required in the data processor for the other
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three bands on the display. Representative integration times
are shown . If the integrators are placed in series as shown, -

each will sum approximately eight samples (for each bearing bin)
from the preceding integrator to give the times shown .

The processing for automa tic detection includes two
diagonal integrators, a transien t detector and various associated
thresholding, sequential testing, and storage functions.

The technique used for transient detection will probably
be similar to diagonal integration . Presumably, the transient
would appear as a series of higher—than —normal amp litude samp les
from a particular bearing bin in the short—term integrator. The
samples would be summed until a threshold crossing occurs at
which time a tentative transient detection would be declared .
Since typical transients are short (200 to 800 ms) in duration,
they will have no bearing rate and integration across bearing
bins will not be required . Tentative transient detections will
probably be tested further before display. For example, the
duration of a detected signal from the short—term integrator
should be tested to ensure that it is a transient and not a
continuous signal. Detection of a continuous signal might
indicate a torpedo at close range since only relatively strong
signals (S/N of 5 to 9 dB) will be detectable in the outputs
from -the short-term integrator. Such detections might be
considered tentative torpedo tracks as shown in Fig. 4.

The intermediate and medium integrators shown in
Fig. 4 have integration times which are considered close to
optimum for inputs to the two diagonal integrators. Hence,
they can probably be used in both manual and automatic detec-
tion as shown . Targets detected by these diagonal integrators - 

‘I
,

will be transferred to tentative track storage areas for display
and further action by the operator . Also , it may be possible to
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perform further tests on the tentative targets to increase
detection confidence . Such tests might include examining the
data for changing bearing rates and for rapidly increasing
signal-to-noise ratios . As mentioned previously, considerable
work on automatic detection remains to be done. -

3.3 PASSIVE DISPLAYS

3.3.1 Display Segment Description

Figure 5 indicates the equipment currently intended
for the ESS display segment . It includes two multi-mode sonar
consoles (MMSC) and one passive data memory unit (PDMU) .
Reference 5 lists the specifications for these units. The
following is a brief review of the operation of the display
segment in the passive mode .

As its name implies, the MMSC has the capability to
operate in several modes. At least one of these modes will be
used for passive operation. The basic detection format which
will be displayed on a console in the passive mode is shown in
Fig. 7. As previously described , bearing is shown as the
horizontal coordinate, and time as the vertical coordinate.
The four bands share a common bearing scale, but differ in
duration of history and the integration times of the data .
Each band is separated from another by approximately 0.5-inches.
Processed data symbols denoting operator-entered or automatically
detected targets appear in the areas between bands. The hori-
zontal coordinate of each symbol corresponds to the bearing on
which the target was detected. The symbol shape indicates the
classification entered for the target.

The bands are generated by horizontal scan lines. The
upper two bands each have 256 lines and the lower two each have
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128, making a total of 768. Up to 144 points on each line can
be brightened. Each point represents a time-averaged sample
taken from one beam. A point can have any of eight levels of
brightness (including off as one level).

The scan lines are generated by sweep circuits within
each MMSC , but sweep timing pulses originate in the PDMU. The
data are stored in the PDMU as three-bit brightness codes. Each
three-bit group represents one point on a scan line. Since there

- are 768 lines, each with 144 points , the total storage required
is 3 x 144 x 768 = 331,776 bits. These data are recirculated
continuously to the brightness circuitry in the MMSC in synchro-
nization with the sweep timing pulses . The frame rate is
sufficiently high (35 or 50 cps) to generate a flicker-free dis-
play.

Passive data from the computer are sent to the PDMIJ
one line at a time . Normally, the line will consist of a group

- of 36 or 72 (depending on the number of passive beams) samples
from one of the time integrators. The line must be transferred
at the end of the integration period . The PDMIJ will store these
data in a position corresponding to the lowest line in the
appropriate band, shift the other- lines upward one position
and drop the oldest (uppermost) line in the band.

The memory In the PDMU is organized in four groups,
each corresponding to a band in the format. Coding within each - . 

-

line of samples from the computer indicates the band for which
the line is intended . Approximately 12 computer words (30 bits
per word) are required to transfer one line of 72 samples. The
memory organization of the PDMU is such that it can be used for ‘

either 144 or 72 beams. The outputs from . a smaller number of beams
(such as 36) can be. stored and displayed, but doing so will probably

.
-. require that brightneea codes of zero be loaded into the unused
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positions in the store. Hence, the number of computer words

required to transfer a line to the PDMU will be the same for

either 72 or 36 passive beams. It is likely that one or two
of the 12 words will be control words. The remainder will be
data words containing sample amplitudes and possibly, band
designation codes. The structures of the control and data words
exchanged across the computer-PDMU interface are presently

undefined . -

Figure 6 summarizes the data flow paths associated with
the passive format. Note that conformalization of the data for

display, if required , will be done as a part of the display for-
matting process.

3.3.2 Comments on the Passive Format

The transient band in the format contains 128 scan
lines. If the transient integration time proposed by G. E.(20 ms)
is used, the total history represented by the transient band will
be 2.56 seconds. The transients of interest last from 200 ms to
800 ms. A minimum length transient will brighten ten scan lines
which occupy about 0.15 inches. Thus , a 200 ins transient will
appear as a vertical line 0.15 inches in length at the bottom of
the hand. The line will move upward and disappear off the top of
the band in 2.56 seconds. The period that a transient is -%ricible

- may be too short for detection by even moderately alert operators
and it appears that a longer history would be desirable .

The longer history can be obtained in two ways ; by
assigning more scan lines to the transient band or by using a 

-

longer integration time for each line. The latter seems pre-
ferable because additional lines can be obtained only at the
expense of the other bands . A longer integration time would
have several advantages. It would give a longer history in the
transient band; it would reduce the data rate through the data
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processor ; and it would possibly produce a higher S/N from the
short-term integrator if the selected integration time does not
exceed the minimum transient length. The latter assumes that
scintillations in amplitude during reception of the transient
do not cause the integrated level to be lower than would be

- produced with a shorter integration period .

The disadvantage of a longer integration period is that
the vertical line made by a given transient will be shorter
because fewer scan lines will be brightened at the bearing coor-
dinate of the transient. As the period is lengthened , a point is
reached where the vertical line becomes too short for reliable
recognition as a transient by the operator.

At the viewing distance involved, (about 18 in.), an
operator with normal vision can resolve an object with a diam-
eter of about 0.01 inches. He can be expected to resolve the
individual scan lines in the format. In general, however, for
good recognition the height of a displayed symbol should be
seven to ten times the width of a minimum resolvable element
in the symbol. As a rough guess then, the vertical line made
by a transient should be at least 0.07 inches in length . If a
40 ms integration time is selected , points on five lines will
be brightened by a 200 ms transient. This will appear as a
0.075 inch vertical line which will remain in the band for
5.12 seconds.

These f igures are only approximate because it is
probably unrealistic to compare a vertical line made up from
points on several scan lines with an alphanumeric or processed
data symbol. Also, the background of smaller , but similar
patterns made by random noise may be confus ing enough to require
that transients be represented with more scan lines than tha t
given above . It appears tha t the optimum length of the vertical
line can best be determined experimentally. Tests of this
nature will be carried out with the ESS , of course , but it would

~~N~~l1 ! 
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also be desirable to determine the various parameters of the
passive format before the ESS equipment and programs are
designed.

If possible , the passive format should be simulated

using the passive display simulator currently being developed

by Code 3180 at NEL. Answers to the following questions are

needed .
1. What is an optimum integration time for the tran-

sient band assuming transient lengths of 200 ms to 800 ms? What
range of integration times should be available?

- 

2. How long does the history of the transient band
need to be?

3. Wha t is an optimum marking density for the passive
format? At what background level should the thresholds for the
four bands be set? What effect does the availability of multiple
brightness levels have on the optimum threshold levels?

The description of the passive subsystem assumes that
the PDMU design has no effect on selection of the integration
period . Tha t is , a line of data can be loaded into the unit at
the end of any reasonable integration period. The description
of the memory organization in the proposed PDMU implies , however ,
that this is not the case. Apparently, a new line of data cannot
be loaded more often than every 30 ms, (the line is loaded at
the end of the recirculation cycle which lasts 30 ms) and only 

- -

one line can be loaded each cycle . This means that trans ient
band integration periods shorter than 30 ins cannot be used , and
the periods that are selected must be multiples of 30 ms. Also ,
if the transient integration period is made 30 ins , no time will
be left to transfer lines to the other bands . If true , this is
an unreasonable constraint to place on the subsystem design . A
more flexible memory loading scheme should be devised for the
PDMU .

‘-30-
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Simulation of the basic format will also help deter-
mine how the azimuthal beam pattern should be represented on
the display. The -format that will be generated by the proposed
PDMU allocates equal spaces along the abcissa for each beam.
This is not a true representation of the beam pattern foi:med by
the C/P Array System. In the passive band, the azimuthal cover-
age of individual beams varies from about 20 degrees in the for-
ward and aft directions to about 1.5 degrees in the direction
broadside to the array. An automatic tracking program will
consider this pattern in determining the true bearing of a
target. In the manual backup mode however, the operator may
have to estimate, from an observed bearing rate, the actual
bearing of a target which has crossed into a wide beam. If he

knows the widths of the beams, he can determine the bearing rate
from beam crossings and then , through extrapolation , estimate the
target’s bearing within the wide beam. General Electric has
suggested that a “conformal” format is needed for this purpose.
-(See Section 2.2). 

-

In a conformal format, the increments of a scan line
are not equal; they vary in length to conform to the azimuthal
beam pattern. The length of an increment brightened by a signal
sample is determined by the width of the beam on which the sam-
ple was received. The relative positioning of the wide and
narrow increments is not constant; it represents the orientation,
relative to true North , of the beam pattern at the time the
samples for the scan line were received. If the ship is changing
heading , the positioning of the various increments may change
from one scan line to the next .

If possible , a conformal forma t should be simulated
for comparison with the “linear” format generated by the proposed
PDMU . The accuracy to which an operator can estimate bearing
should be determined for both formats .
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A linear format may be adequate if the computer can
be used to calculate and display the true bearing of a target
which has been detected by the operator. To do this, a program

would estimate the true bearing of a target by relating the
apparent bearing (designated with the track ball cursor) to the
width of the beam on that bearing. This method appe-ars to be
feasible if the operator can establish a bearing rate by entering
successive apparent bearings as the target moves across beams.
Operations of this nature would be used as manual backup to an
automatic tracking routine .

If required , a conformal format representing the 36
beams formed by the ESS can be generated with the proposed
PDMU . The unit provides storage for 144 sample positions in
each scan line. From the description of the unit, it appears
that the line segments corresponding to these positions overlap
slightly on the display. If so, a conformal format can be
generated by marking (brightening) one segment for narrow beams
and two or more adjacent segments for wide beams . The scheme ‘

whereby the 144 segments are allotted among 36 beams will be
determined when the actual beam pattern has been specified.

It is unlikely that the PDMIJ could be used to generate
a conformal display of more than 36 beams. If the system forms
a larger number , such as 72 , two formats might be required. A
linear format showing all 72 beams can be used for search and
detection . Once a target has been detected , the display can be
changed to an expanded bearing , conformal format which shows only
a few beams in the same azimuthal sector as the target. The
operator would then be able to accurately estimate the true
bearing of the target .

If both formats are required , a means for rapidly
switching from one to the other must be developed.- Normally,

—32-.
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the format builds up line by line as new data become available .
Completely changing the display to another bearing representation
with new data only will require far too long (about 40 minutes)
and result in a display with mixed bearing data until all of the
old data have been replaced . It will probably be necessary to
build a fast loading mode into the PDMU whereby all of the data
can be replaced within one or two cycle times . Changing the
formats in this fashion will require that an image of at least
one of the two formats be maintained at all times in the computer
memory. The amount of storage needed is quite large--about 11K
words for a format displaying 144 beams and about half that
amount for the ESS beam configuration. An alternative method
for changing the format is to read the data in the PDMU back into
the computer , reorganize the format, and return it to the PDMU.
Unfortunately, this method cannot be used with the proposed PDMU
because the memory in the unit cannot be conveniently accessed
by the computer .

‘
S

3.3.3 Other Passive Formats

- The MMSC has the capability to display other formats
in the passive mode if they are required. These include detec-
tion formats which are extensions of the basic format and other
formats which may be needed for tracking and classification.

3.3.3.1 Expanded Bearing and Extended History Detection Formats.

Expanded bearing and extended history formats are extensions of
the basic format which could be disp layed . Considering the
limited number of passive beams available in the ESS , it is
unlikely that an expanded bearing forma t will be required for

• search and detection . Data from either 36 or 72 beams can be , . -

displayed in a linear format with adequate bearing resolution.
Operator actions , such as designation of a target with the track

—33-.
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ball cursor, are feasible on the MMSC with a 72 beam presentation.
An expanded bearing, conformal format might be required as pre-

viously discussed.

It will be desirable to have extended history formats

available for the ESS. Relatively short histories are represented

by the three lower bands in the basic format. These histories are

probably adequate for detection in an operational situation, but
they may not be sufficient for evaluation and adjustment of the
integration times and thresholds in the ESS. Three or four
additional formats should be provided for experimental work.
Each of these will allow one of the bands in the basic format
to be extended full length on the display by assigning the inte-
gration time of that band to all 768 scan lines in the format.

The data processing required for the extended formats
is relatively straight forward. The operator will select a band

- . 

- to be extended with one of the function code entry buttons on the
console. Upon receipt of the code, the computer will sequentially
transfer outputs from the integrator assigned to that band to all
four band storage areas in the PDMU. It may be desirable to have
the computer erase all data in the PDMU before the extended for-
mat is generated. Otherwise, a mixed format would be presented
until all of the old data have been replaced. Changing from an
extended format back to the basic format will be done by erasing
the data in the PDMU and then regenerating the basic format from
new data . An alternative method would be to maintain an image
of the basic format in the computer ’s memory while the extended
format is being presented. Changing back to the basic format 

- ‘

would then be done by transferring the image to the PDMU. This
method will be feasible only if a fast loading mode is built
into the PDMIJ . Transferr ing a complete image to the PDMU as
it is presently proposed will require about 23 seconds (768
lines x 30 ms/line) .
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3.3 .3 .2  Tracking and Classification Formats. Special formats
for passive tracking and classification may be required for the
ESS. If an automatic tracker is included in the data proc,~ssor,

it will be desirable to have a format which allows the operator
to monitor and correct the tracking process. Manual tracking
may also require a special format which gives the operator the
ability to use the computer in obtaining tracking solutions.

The nature of these formats cannot be specified until more
details on the tracking methods are available . Special classi-
fication formats, such as LOFARGRANS, may also be required .

Again, however, the passive classification methods have not been
chosen and specification of formats cannot be done at this time.

- 

3.3.4 Manual Controls

Most of the control functions required for passive
operations cannot be specified at this t ime because the passive
data processing is largely undefined . Also , the operational
doctrine and experimental purposes of the ESS in the passive
mode have not been specified. To a certain extent, these also
have an affect  on the design of the controls needed at the
consoles. It is apparent, however, that there will be con-
siderable operator-computer interactions during passive opera-
tions. Several of the processing parameters will be manually
controlled . The operator must be able to monitor and adjust
the various automatic processes such as detection , tracking
and classification. Full manual backup of these processes
will also be required so tha t their effectiveness can be assessed .
All of these requirements imply tha t a high degree of flexibility
will be needed in the controls provided on the consoles. This
flex ibility has been specified for the MMSC. (See Ref. 5).

The only control operations which can be specified in
detail at this t ime are those re lated to the passive search/detect

—35-
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mode using the basic format previously described. The following
list of operator tasks gives an indication of the controls which
will be required for this mode .

Assuming that the console Is activated, the initial
setup for the passive mode requires that the operator:

1. Select passive mode .
• 2. Select basic search/detect format.

3. Select desired threshold (or false alarm rate)
for each band .

4. Select desired integration time for each band.

Items one and two will probably be accomplished as follows :

1. Operator presses the “Initiate” key .
2. Computer disp lays a list of available modes.
3. Operato±’ selects number of desired mode on

- . numerical entry keyset and presses “Enter” key.
4. Computer removes mode list and displays list of

formats available for that mode.
5. Operator selects and enters the number of the

desired format.
6. If the selected format is currently stored in

the PDMU, the computer will cause the console to begin displaying
that format. Otherwise, the console will be switched to the
PDMIJ and the computer will start building up the requested for-
mat in the PDMU . As previous ly discussed , there may be a delay
until the new format is completely available .

When the console is changed to the passive mode , the
labels on the various entry keys will change as described in
Ref.  5. The new labels will reflect the use of these keys in
the passive mode . (The computer interprets the codes entered
by these keys according to the current mode recorded for that
console).

—36 ’-
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Entering the desired thresholds and integration times
for the bands in the basic passive format will be done with the
numerical entry keyset, a “select threshold” or “select integra-
tion period” key and the “Enter” key . The actual number entered
for either a threshold selection or an integration time selection
will probably be a percentage of an available range for a parti-
cular band. For example, the operator might enter 1.50 to set
the marking density of band one at 50 percent . This would set
the threshold for band one such that about half the samples

- 

from the short-term integrator will be transferred to the PDMU
for display. Similarly, entering 1.50 as an integration period
selection will result in the band one integration period being
set at the half-way point in its available range. Normally,
the selection of thresholds and integration periods will be
done after the operator has viewed the display for a short
period . Predetermined values will be automatically assigned

— 

• to the thresholds and integration periods until the operator
makes his selections. Table I summarizes the initial setup
operations and the controls used.

TABLE I -5
CONTROLS USED IN INITIAL SETUP

OF SEARCH/DETECT MODE

OPERATOR FUNCTION KEY NAME

“Initiate”, NumericalSe ect Mode - Keyset , “Enter ”

“Select Format ” Numerical
- Select Format Keyset, “Enter~

Select Integration “Integration Time” ,
Time Numerical Keyset , “Enter”

Select Threshold ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Once the initial setup for the passive search/detect
mode has been completed normal operation in the mode is started .
Table II summarizes some typical operator functions, controls
used , and associated computer actions that might be required
for the passive mode. This list is not complete of course.
The experimental nature of the ESS precludes a complete listing
of the control requirements for the passive mode. Additional
controls will be included in this list as the system and opera-
tional doctrine for the experimental ship are developed.

—38-.
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TABLE II
OPERATOR FUNCTIONS IN THE PASSIVE

SEARCH/DETECT MODE

OPERATOR FUNCTION CONTROLS USED COMPUTER ACTIONS

1.”Select Format~
’Key Display Format List.

2.~ Numerical Entry Generate SelectedChange Format Keyset Format.
3. “Enter”Key

l.”Enable Track Ball” Display BailTab Symbol
Key Update Ball Tab

2. Track Ball Position.
Enter New Track 3. ’!Enter Track ” Key Assign Track Number .

Store Track Number an~Bearing .
Disp lay Track Symbol
and Track Number.

- 1. “Enable Track Display Ball Tab
Ball” Key Symbol.

2. Track Ball Update Ball Tab
Enter Track 3. “Unknown”,”Friend’~, Position.Classification “Hostile” , “Sub” , Enter Classification

“Torpedo”, for Indicated Track.
“Surface”, or Change Track Symbol.
“Non-Sub” , Key To New Classification

1. “Enable Track Display and Update
Ball” Key Ball Tab Symbol.

Drop Track 2. Track Ball Drop Indicated Track
3. “Drop Track” Key From Storage

1. “Enable Track Display and Update
Ball” Key Ball Tab Symbol.

2. Track Ball Generate Hook Symbol
Correct Track 3. “Hook” Key Around Indicated
Position 4. “Position Correct ” Track.

Key Update Track Bearing.
- Move Track Symbol to

New Bearing .

Ball” Key
1. “Enable Track Disp lay and Update

Ball Tab Symbol.
2. Track Bali Enter Range for

— Enter Estimated 3. Numerical Keyset Indicated Track .Range 4. “Enter Range ’ Key

—39- .
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TABLE II (Cont ’d)
OPERATOR FUNCTIONS IN THE PASSIVE

SEARCH/DETECT MODE -

OPERATOR FUNCTION CONTROLS USED COMPUTER ACTIONS

1. “Enable Track Display and Update
Ball” Key and Ball Tab Symbol if
Track Ball , or Required.

‘~ “‘ ~ k D ~ 
Numerical Keyset Display all Pertinent

~~~~~~ £rac a a (Enter Track Data on Indicated
Number) . Track in Alphanumerics

2. “Track Callup” in Auxiliary Readout
Key Area on CRT .

a.
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4. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS -

This report describes only the manual search/detect
mode of the passive display requirements for the ESS. The remain-
der of these requirements cannot be specified until several seg-
ments of the passive subsystem are better defined. Specific -

informa tion is needed on the following i tems .

1. The passive classification techniques and equipment
to be used in the ESS are undefined . DE24ON—LOFAR is a likely
candidate technique. If so, means for integrating a DENON—LOFAR
processor into the passive signal processing and data processing
segments mus t be developed . Once this has been done , work can
proceed on development of classification formats and controls
for display.

2. The automatic detection and tracking processes are
not sufficiently defined to allow development of the corresponding
display requirements. An investigation into the ways in which
an operator can monitor and assist these processes is needed.

3. It appears that a computer—aided , manua l tracking
technique could be developed as a backup to the automatic
tracker. The technique should be defined so that the format,
operator actions and controls can be specified .

As was pointed out in Section 3.3.2, the PDMU proposed
for the ESS lacks the flexibility that would be desirable in an
experimental unit. The following comments should be considered
in the first design review meeting on the PDMU.

1. The proposed method for loading new lines of data
into the unit’s memory p laces an unreasonable constraint on the
design of the passive subsystem. The PDMU should be modified
such tha t new lines of data can. be loaded more often than every
30 msec . Otherwise, it will not be feasible to use transient
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• 2. More than one type of passive format may be

required. If so, the ability to quickly change from one format
to another will be very desirable. The proposed design of the
unit has no provision for fast changes in formats. Transferring
a complete format from the computer’s memory to the PDMU will
require a minimum of 23 seconds , (768 lines x 30 msec per line).
If possible, the design of the unit should be modified so that
a new format (assuming that one is available in the computer’s
memory) can be transferred within one or two display refresh
cycles.

3. It appears that the storage requirements of the
computer might be significantly reduced if the data in the
PDMIJ could be quickly accessed by the computer. Certain tasks,
such as changing formats, will require large blocks of storage
in the computer unless access to the data stored in the PDMU
is provided. In - addition, it might be feasible to use the
PDMU as working -storage for the diagonal integration and
automatic tracking processes . The usefulness of computer access
to the data stored in the unit should be explored before the
design of the unit is frozen .
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